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Topic; Solving system of equations by graphing'

Substitute the given points into both equations to determine which ordered pair satisfies the

system of lineir 
"quitiorrr. 

Graph both equations and label the point of intersection to verify the

solution.

L y=3x-2andY: x

a. (0,-2)
b. (2,2)

c. (1,1)
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2.y=2xt3andY=

a. (2,7)
b. (-7 , tL)
c. (0, 5J

v-L(

Solve the iollowing systems by graphing. Check the solutibn by evaluating both equations at the

point of intersection'
3'Y=x*3andY=-2x+3 4.
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Topic: Determining possible solutions to inequalities

5. A theater wants to take in at least $2000 for the matinee, Children's tickets cost $5 each and adult
tickets cost $10 each. The theater can seat up to 350 people. Find five combinations olchildren
and adult tickets that will make the $2000 goal.

6. The IJtahlazz scored 102 points in a recent game. The team scored some 3-point shots, 2-point

shots, and many free throws worth 1-point each. Find live combinations of baskets that would

add up to L02 points.

7. Use as many of the following shapes in any combination as you need to.try to fill in as much of the

12 by 12 grid as you can. You may rotate or reflect a shape if it helps. Write your answer

showing how many of each shape you used using the letters that identify shape.

Example: 3a, 5b, 1,0c,2d,6e
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